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Travel back to the wonder years of rail in this beautiful compendium of art and illustration. Through

luggage labels, maps, posters, advertisements, promotional brochures, napkins, and other colorful

ephemera, All Aboard! celebrates our romance with the railroad. Its pages provide a nostalgic look

at rail travel as it used to be, from the exciting early days at the turn of the century through its

heyday in the '30s and through World War II. Lynn Johnson and Michael O'Leary have collected

hundreds of period images, from Deco-era logos that evoke the sleek, streamlined style of the day

to wartime propaganda posters highlighting the muscularity of freight locomotives that transported

weapons and tanks for American troops. All Aboard! also explores the art of the Orient Express and

great European lines, the rugged rails of Canada, and exotic points abroad. This exciting new

resource for train enthusiasts and everyone on the lookout for terrific images recreates the splendor

of the modern locomotive era.
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A wonderful soft back book of posters designed for instant nostalgia. I rather liked its

comprehensiveness, mainly featuring US railroads but nicely chapters devoted to Canadian and

European posters. Another nice touch is the inclusion of ads, baggage labels and several black and

white photos.Predictably the posters tend to feature the streamline diesels of the thirties and forties

(certainly a lot easier for the illustrators) rather than the European style of picturing the destinations.

The travelling experience was the selling point rather than getting somewhere quickly and this, by



the late forties and fifties, was rather a lost cause as plane travel was slowly becoming

commonplace. There is great 1958 photo of the General Motors Aerotrain on page fifty-four making

a PR stop in San Diego, possibly the last true streamliner.Most of the posters shown have a graphic

rather than literal style though there is a stunning 1940 Santa Fe brochure cover that has an E8

somewhere west of the Rockies done in a very photo realist style. The last chapter Rails for Victory

covers the WW2 years when railroads lost no opportunity in telling everyone they were doing their

bit. There are couple of beautiful Dean Cornwell paintings used as calendar art by the Pennsylvania

RR in 1943 and 44.The European chapter has some excellent British posters issued before the

railroads were taken over by the state in 1947. If these take your fancy have a look at
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